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    On4 Communications, Inc. (OTCPK: ONCI) announced today that its QwickMed division has 

received its smart phone adapted credit card readers and is testing the reader with selected non-

profit fund raising organizations to assess its ease of use, customer acceptance and integration 

into QwickMed’s innovative and highly effective database management systems. QwickMed 

will provide, free of charge,  one reader for each non-profit organization that orders a minimum 

of 10 cases of   QwickMed’s medical kits to boost impulse sales while eliminating the burden of 

handling customer checks and cash.  Timothy Owens, CEO, says “Step by step, we are getting 

all of our processes in place as we rapidly move into the “back to school” sales cycle of the fund 

raising business and as we finalize our attractive product line and finish our product rollout 

cycle. We are gearing up to provide our non-profit customers with a complete set of 

comprehensive easy-to-use programs to meet the demands of the ever increasing fund raising 

industry”.   

     QwickMed encourages non-profits organizations to employ and pay teen and college level 

students to sell QwickMed products to individual customers – thus learning both selling skills, 

business and commerce in helping their respective non-profits raise the funding they need to 

sustain educational, sports and extracurricular programs. 

 

For additional information please contact: 

Timothy J. Owens.  

805-553-8870 

tim@qwickmed.com 
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 FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS: This correspondence contains forward-looking 

statements that involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions that, if they never materialize or 

prove incorrect, could produce results that differ materially from those expressed or implied by 

such forward-looking statements. All statements other than statements of historical fact are 

statements that could be deemed forward-looking statements, including any projections of 

earnings, revenue, or other financial items, any statements of the plans, strategies, and 

objectives of management for future operations, any statements regarding future economic 

conditions or performance, statements of belief and any statements of assumptions underlying 

any of the foregoing. These statements are based on expectations as of the date of this 

correspondence. Actual results may differ materially from those projected because of a number 

of risks and uncertainties, including those detailed from time to time in the reports filed by On4 

Communications. On4 Communications, Inc. assumes no obligation and does not intend to 

update these forward-looking statements. 
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